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Gene array technology and pathogenesis of chronic wounds
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bstract

Many of the limitations in treatment of chronic wounds are based on lack of knowledge of the molecular mechanism(s) of wound healing.
urthermore, diagnostic tools in wound healing are still primarily macroscopic, visual, and histologic. Thus, by understanding mechanisms
f wound healing at a molecular level, new treatments can be designed, prevention programs developed, and a better understanding of
urrent treatments provided. The ability to methodically analyze the expression patterns of thousands of genes simultaneously allows for
dentification of groups of molecular defects that lead to chronic inhibition of the wound-healing process. Gene array technology is having
major impact on the field of wound healing and has the potential to profoundly affect the way we understand the pathogenesis, diagnosis,
revention, and treatment of chronic wounds. Currently, gene array technology is used in the field of chronic wound healing to (1)
nderstand the pathogenesis of pressure ulcers and venous ulcers, (2) understand the pathogenesis of diabetic foot ulcers, including the role
hat neuropathy may play in delayed healing of diabetic foot ulcers, and (3) determine the mechanism(s) of established and new local
reatments, that is, pharmacogenomics for pressure ulcers and diabetic foot ulcers. © 2004 Excerpta Medica, Inc. All rights reserved.
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utaneous wound healing is a multistep process that re-
uires the collaborative effort and precise coordination of
any different tissues and cell types. These include epider-
is, dermis, local vascular structures, and the immune sys-

em [1–3]. Analogous to these coordinated cellular efforts,
uccessful wound healing requires also a dedicated, well-
oordinated, clinical team.

On a cellular level, wound healing is a complex process
hat involves keratinocyte proliferation and migration, ma-
rix deposition, vascular permeability, angiogenesis, and
mmune responses, and therefore depends on synchronized,
ultiple-signaling mechanisms. These signals include

rowth factors (eg, granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimu-
ating factor, epidermal growth factor, vascular endothelial
rowth factor, basic fibroblast growth factor, platelet-de-
ived growth factor–BB, and keratinocyte growth factor–2),
ytokines (eg, interleukins [IL]-1 and IL-8 and interferon-
), hormones (eg, corticosteroids), and vitamins (eg, retin-
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ids) [4–7]. Although cellular behavior during the wound-
ealing process is generally understood, the molecular
echanisms that coordinate them require more investiga-

ion.
Gene array technology is based on the selective speci-

city and affinity of complementary base pairing of the
NA and RNA molecules. The sequence information de-

ived from the human genome project [8–11] has provided
new experimental tool for simultaneous readout of the

ellular expression profile during the wound-healing pro-
ess. As a complex, multistep process that involves different
ell types and highly coordinated, interacting regulatory
athways, wound healing is an ideal biological process to be
tudied by gene array technology. Rather than focusing on
ndividual genes, this technology allows us to further our
nderstanding of wound healing by analyzing globally the
unctional pathways and interactions of cellular components
hat regulate, as well as carry out, cellular processes respon-
ible for wound healing [12].

ene array technology: molecular tool for gene-
xpression profiling in wounds

The use of gene arrays in research is based on the simple
rinciple described by Southern [13] over a quarter of a

entury ago, which states that nucleic acids can be used to

ved.
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nterrogate nucleic acid molecules attached to a solid sup-
ort [13]. This statement refers to placing immobilized
omplementary DNA (cDNA) probes on a surface, extract-
ng the messenger RNA (mRNA) from tissues or cells and,
fter appropriate labeling, hybridizing the labeled mRNA to
he surface. The amount of mRNA in the sample directly
eflects the transcriptional activity of a gene, and the signal
btained upon hybridization is, therefore, a direct measure-
ent of the particular gene activity. Comparison between

ifferent samples (eg, treated vs untreated; wounded vs
nwounded or normal vs pathogenic) provides a transcrip-
ional profile of the genes active during the treatment or any
iven process [14–16].

Perhaps the most notable capability of gene array tech-
ology is its ability to measure transcriptional activity (tran-
criptome) of a large number of genes simultaneously. This
akes it possible to obtain information about the transcrip-

ional activity of thousands of genes from a single hybrid-
zation experiment.

Gene arrays are divided into 2 groups: small- and large-
cale gene arrays, based on the actual array number of
nalyzable genes. Small-scale arrays typically contain a few
undreds to several thousands of genes, whereas large-scale
rrays may contain tens of thousands of cDNAs to be
nalyzed. Small-scale arrays are based on nylon mem-
ranes, which contain a variety of cDNA molecules either
vailable commercially [17–19] or custom-made in the lab-
ratory [20].

Recent advances in the technology of nonporous solid
upport surfaces for spotting DNA, as well as in photoli-
hography, allow high-density synthesis of oligonucleotides
nd development of large-scale, gene array methodology
21,22]. Currently, 2 different methods of gene chip hybrid-
zation are available: cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays.
DNA arrays use a cDNA library as a probe source [15,23].
DNA is amplified by polymerase chain reaction and spot-
ed on glass slides. Alternatively, large oligonucleotides
ay be spotted instead of the amplified cDNA. Major ad-

antages are an unlimited source of probes, as well as the
implification of custom design. Disadvantages of the
DNA array method are the requirement for significant
nvestment in start-up and quality control, a much higher
mount (tens of micrograms) of labeled RNA, and cross-
ybridization among gene families. Oligonucleotide arrays
se synthetic oligonucleotides derived from gene bank se-
uences, synthesized and chemically attached to the small
urface [24]. Major advantages of the oligonucleotide array
ethod are high reproducibility and smaller required

mounts of RNA [25]. However, these chips are more
xpensive and not as easy to customize. The technology of
icroarrays is rapidly evolving. Many variations of the 2

asic large scale gene arrays are emerging, and novel ap-
roaches are being developed [26–28].

The 3 components of microarray analysis are sample
reparation, array hybridization, and data mining/interpre-

ation (Fig. 1). The source of the mRNA depends on exper- h
mental design and can originate either from cultured cells
r tissue samples of specific tissue sections [29]. Sample
reparation and array hybridization are essential steps, and
he quality of information obtained depends on 3 factors:
urity, amount, and veritable RNA labeling. The most in-
olved of these factors is labeling. Numerous kits are avail-
ble that make labeling, an inherently complex and delicate
rocess, relatively straightforward. However, a common
isunderstanding of array technology is that the experiment

s almost complete when hybridization of the chip has been
ompleted, and that this is a relatively “quick and dirty” way
f obtaining a large amount of information about the pro-
ess. On the contrary, the experiment begins only when the
hip scanner generates an initial data file. After hybridiza-
ion of the chips is completed and the data are collected,
undreds or thousands of genes are analyzed, depending on
hich type of array was used.
One of the essential components of data mining is vali-

ation of the gene list, that is, describing the genes and their
unctions [30]. This process includes evaluating various
atabases, extracting the information from gene banks and
ene cards, identifying each gene and its function, and
rganizing these into functional clusters. Examples of these
lusters include genes participating in apoptosis, DNA re-
air, and signaling cascade. When annotations are com-
leted, the real analysis begins.

The first step is to construct a database or “data ware-
ouse” [31]. This step is important because when several
xperiments are completed, there will be large data pools
hat can be analyzed simultaneously or used for comparative
nalyses. Therefore, to compare several different experi-
ents, each experimental data group must be verified. It is

lso important that a single data type retain the same mean-
ng throughout the database, regardless of the experimental
ata group [31]. As the quality of gene-expression data can
ary among experiments, reliable statistical analyses are
ecessary for each expression measurement.

The true power of gene array analysis is derived from
he analysis of multiple hybridizations to identify common
atterns of gene expression. On the basis of our understand-
ng of cellular processes, we infer that genes contained in
he same pathway or responding to a common environmen-
al challenge are coregulated and have similar patterns
f expression.

attern recognition: making the identification

Gene array technology allows for the formation of a
enetic (transcriptional) map of the normal wound-healing
rocess, a crucial step in understanding the pathogenesis of
hronic wounds. Simply put, to understand “what went
rong” in a nonhealing wound, one must understand what
ccurs during normal wound healing. Using large-scale
ene arrays, a map of gene expression in normal wound

ealing is matched against that of each type of chronic (ie,
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onhealing) wound. This matching generates a unique pro-
le, or identification (ID), for each specific wound type (eg,
enous reflux, diabetic foot, etc). This ID can then be used
o locate specific malfunctioning cellular processes, rather
han pinpointing only a few genes, and, in turn, to specify
he most effective therapy or treatment modality for the
articular wound.

Several reports in the literature describe the first attempts
o find a genetic profile correlated with the repair of various
issues, such as skin, cornea, or spinal cord. All these studies
ave either used small-scale cDNA arrays, thus analyzing
everal thousand genes simultaneously [18,19,32,33] or fo-
used on animal models [19,34,35]. Nevertheless, these
ioneer publications represent a major step forward in un-
erstanding how various wounds heal. Interestingly, gene
rray analysis of early response of spinal cord injury shows
imilarity to the patterns displayed for skin reactions in the
arly stages of repair [36]. The use of gene array technology
o understand pathogenesis of spinal cord injury has signif-
cant implications, because spinal cord injury patients have
n extremely high incidence and prevalence of pressure
lcers. The information obtained from these comparative
nalyses will be used to identify specific categories of mo-
ecular defects. In addition, the gene chip analysis of the
ealing wound has revealed phenotypic similarities to squa-
ous cell carcinoma [34].
In the near future, it will be possible to diagnose a

articular subtype of chronic wound by using gene array

ig. 1. Schematic representation of microarray analysis. Similar analysis is
ounds.
echnology and, therefore, choose the appropriate course of i
herapy. Pharmacogenomics, as an approach of high-
hroughput drug discovery, has already been developed and
roved successful for a variety of diseases [37,38]. Ulti-
ately, healthcare providers will have the ability to custom-

ze the therapy for each wound on each individual patient,
ather than using ID to categorize and treat the wound.

ractical considerations

hoosing the sample

Although gene array analysis is extremely effective, sev-
ral issues must be considered in regard to interpretable data
39]. The first is variability of the human samples collected
rom either normal or chronic wounds. The variability of
ormal skin is based on location of the body from which the
ample is taken, as well as age, sex, and race of the donor,
n addition to genetically derived variability. One of the
ajor findings of the genome project is that human beings

re not as diverse as previously thought to be the case
40–42]. Interestingly, initial analyses of normal human
kin by using gene array technology have shown relatively
mall differences (approximately 1.7% of the genes ana-
yzed are significantly different) among normal human skin
amples of various donors [40–43].

Critical in gene chip analysis of a chronic wound is the
nderstanding that various differing characteristics existing

distinguish gene expression from cell culture, human wounds, and animal
used to
n different types of wounds but that are common to all
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ypes is a physiologic impairment. The various types of
hronic wounds include venous stasis ulcer, pressure ulcer,
ickle cell ulcer, diabetic foot ulcer, and chronic wounds
aused or exacerbated by radiation, chemotherapy, obesity,
nd infection. The individual wound type must be analyzed
n terms of area, considering the (1) nonhealing edge, (2)
ound base, or (3) adjacent skin that appears not to be

nvolved as an immediate part of the wound bed, that is, the
uter edge.

If a sample is taken from a particular area of the ulcer,
ecause there is typically a need for multiple sample anal-
ses, it is essential to obtain samples from the same area for
ach ulcer/patient. Otherwise, the data will not be interpret-
ble. Physiologic variables also must be controlled (eg,
acteria or neuropathy). In addition, whether the samples
re collected before or after debridement may greatly influ-
nce the results. It is important to understand that whichever
onditions (ie, before or after debridement; with or without
europathy, etc) and subject selection (particular age group
f patients, specific underlying pathology, diabetic or non-
iabetic, etc) one decides to use, the consistency in keeping
he particular (preselected) variables constant is a necessity.

eaningful gene chip analysis of chronic wounds must
onsider all these variables and put maximum effort to
aintain consistency in experimental design [44].

valuation and analysis of results

After the data are obtained, various methods of analysis
re available, none of which is correct or incorrect, better or
orse [45]. The various methods are different, and any

ingle approach is not necessarily the sole basis for valid
nalysis. The common misconception in gene array analysis
s that identical input should produce identical output, re-
ardless of the analytical method. This, however, is not the
ase. Different methods view data differently, and the out-
omes therefore also necessarily differ. By changing the
nalytical method, one is asking different questions and the
nswers cannot be identical.

To extract data quantitatively and qualitatively that are
iologically significant, different analytical and computa-
ional methods must be used. Application of multiple ana-
ytical techniques allows for examination of different char-
cteristics of the data. Various methods of clustering, such
s hierarchical clustering, mutual information, and self-
rganized maps [46–52] are examples of the multiple ana-
ytical techniques needed. Clustering techniques are power-
ul and objective, and the algorithms are well defined and
eproducible. In cluster analysis, each experiment represents
separate, distinct dimension in space, and the expression

evel measured for a given gene in that experiment repre-
ents its geometric coordinate [18]. All information about
hat gene can be represented by a point in expression-
imensional space. The more similar their patterns of ex-
ression, the closer the genes will appear in the diagram,

nd vice versa. Such visualization provides us with a means a
f measuring distances between the genes, and the cluster-
ng algorithms group genes together based on their distance
n this space. In other words, this allows a translation of a
ultidimensional mathematical space in 2 dimensions.
Two considerations are important before clustering be-

ins: (1) Should the data be adjusted in some way to em-
hasize relationships of similarity? (2) What measurement
f distance should be used to group together related genes?
he distance between any 2 genes is fundamental to placing

hem into groups, and finding clusters of similar genes
epends on finding and grouping those close to each other
46,53]. The distance measure used, therefore, determines
ow close together similar genes will appear in any given
lace. If the measure used is too broad, it may be difficult to
ell which genes are similar; if the measure is too detailed,
t may be difficult to distinguish one similar gene from
nother.

From our perspective, any subjectivity in interpretation
ill most likely derive exclusively from selection of differ-

nt algorithms and different normalizations. Therefore the
hallenge is to choose relevant data and to use the algo-
ithms such that the gene-expression classification that
merges obtains the data in a rational and biologically
eaningful manner. This is a time-consuming process. Data

nalysis and evaluation easily requires up to 80% to 90% of
he total time in microarray experiments. Not only is com-
uter analysis itself relatively slow for such large data sets,
ut also evaluation of the results obtained requires signifi-
ant time and effort. Additionally, new, more sophisticated
omputational techniques are being developed rapidly,
hich has the effect of extending the time necessary for

ompletion of the analysis. Newer methods generally pro-
ide new capabilities for analysis rather than replacing the
xisting ones.

Confirmation of the results must always be addressed.
valuation of the results for all genes analyzed is not pos-
ible, but evaluations using standard molecular and cellular
iology techniques, such as Northern blots or real-time
olymerase chain reaction, Western blots, as well as immu-
ocytochemistry and in situ hybridizations, are necessary.
he choice as to which genes should be evaluated is limited
y the availability of appropriate antibodies or probes, but it
s critical to select several genes from a strongly regulated
roup, both induced and repressed (eg, 5-fold or more), and
lso from a group mildly regulated (between 2.5- and
-fold). Furthermore, a new gene array experiment featuring
he effects of a given molecule also can be used to evaluate
nitial results [54].

he meaning of the data

The most difficult task in these analyses is to put the
athered information in a biological context in order to
nterpret the real meaning of the data. Unfortunately, few
ublications provide these insights (see, for example, Li et

l [55]); most provide “tablecloths” of data that contribute
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o overall skepticism about usefulness of the gene arrays
ather than meaningful biological explanations. Our posi-
ion is that data gathered using the various cluster-analysis
ethods described above should result in a solid basis for
eaningful biological interpretation.

uture directions

When obtained, the chronic wound IDs will be used to
elect the appropriate targets for pharmaceutical interven-
ion. However, gene array technology also should be used
or evaluation of current treatment modalities [56]. For
xample, a considerable amount of literature is available
hat explains why a particular growth factor therapy did not
ave therapeutic success. Different opinions are offered in
he discussions of such papers, but gene array technology
ill provide us with comprehensive answers. Furthermore,

linical trials have shown that tissue therapy is more suc-
essful, but questions remain as to its basis and mechanism
f action. Gene arrays will provide us with answers to the
ssue of success of particular therapeutic approaches.

Not all changes that may cause chronic wounds are based
n transcriptional effects. A gene product may be regulated
n different ways, either by posttranscriptional or posttrans-
ational modifications. In the near future, one can expect
ynergy between genomics and proteomics [57]. This
erger should provide complete profiles of the pathology of

hronic wounds, that is, molecular defects that lead to in-
ibition of the wound-healing process.
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